ABSTRACT Gesture recognition plays an important role in the applications of human-centered smart technologies. This paper designs a gesture recognition approach in a special human-computer interaction environment. Generally, in an aseptic operation room, doctors cannot access the patient's image data directly, and they have to let the nurse operate the system under their instructions. After the nurses finish their task, they also need to re-dress the surgical gown, disinfect their hands, then they can go back to the operating room. If the doctor could access the image directly by gestures during the operation, they would be able to save a lot of time and work more efficiently. Although some template matching algorithms, such as dynamic time warping (DTW), have been widely used in gesture recognition, those traditional methods are not accurate enough, and they are unable to identify continuous repetitive gestures. This paper proposes an improved DTW method based on posteriori processing, which achieved some key operations, including parameter regulations, invalid area determination, and static gesture processing. This method will address the problem of continuous repetitive gesture recognition, with higher accuracy. The experimental results show that the method can improve the accuracy of recognition by over 40%, and it can also perform real-time dynamic gesture recognition tasks effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of sensing technologies in human-centred smart systems [1] - [5] , the computer-aid systems have been widely used in the operating room. These systems are mainly designed on the basis of contact-type human-computer interaction, such as mouse, keyboard, and others. Specifically, aseptic operation rooms require a strict clean environment. If the patient has an incident, during the operation the surgeons will need to search the image data of the patient's lesion, which will require assistance by someone else. In order to carry out the retrieval of an image data, the nurses would need to do the followings. (1) Leave the aseptic operation room, go to the disinfection room and take off the surgical gloves. (2) Go to the locker and take off the surgical gown. (3) Access to the computer room to retrieve relevant image data, transmit it to the operating room display. (4) Follow the surgeons' instructions to manipulate the image, such as page turning, zooming, moving, and many others.
(5) Return to the locker and re-dress the surgical gown. (6) Return to the disinfection room to have arm antisepsis, then take on the surgical gloves. (7) Return to the operating room. The above process takes 10-20 minutes. The surgeons could not operate computer directly according freely, and they can only give their instructions to nurses over and over again. This type of communication is time-consuming, and affects the process of the operation significantly.
Some studies showed that surgeons need to control the image data directly, so that they can completely control what was going on during the operation, which is difficult to achieve by acting operator [6] . If the doctors could use gesture in the aseptic operating room to send instructions to the system, they could achieve the above goal. Related technologies are of great significance for reducing the disinfection times of surgeons under sterile conditions in the non-contact operating room and reduce the actual operation time for patients. In [7] , Kinect was used in surgical assistant system. Kinect is a three-dimensional (3D) somatosensory camera launched by Microsoft, and it can provide skeleton data and voice interface [8] , [9] . This system can help surgeons to improve the efficiency of surgical in the non-contact operating room and reduce the labor intensity of medical staff. Doctors can use their gestures, body gestures and speech as input elements at any time to achieve the switching of case data, medical images and laboratory reports. Meanwhile, it can achieve the medical image zoom, flip, rotation, and other functions.
To achieve gesture interaction, we firstly need to identify human gestures. Among the available gesture recognition algorithms based on template matching, the dynamic time warping (DTW) is a typical one [10] . Moreover, the nontemplate matching algorithms can also be used in gesture recognition, most of them are machine learning algorithms, including support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and hidden Markov model (HMM), and many others [11] - [18] . Generally, the non-template matching algorithm often need to be trained with a large number of gesture data. If the size of data is too small, the performance of the algorithm will be severely affected. Furthermore, these non-template matching algorithms are easy to confuse some of the related gestures, hence they perform worse in continuous gesture recognition. Template matching algorithm is not easy to confuse gestures, and it can achieve high accuracy although the size of data is too small. But it still has the following disadvantages.
(1) The amount of calculation is too large, and the number of templates will affect the speed of recognition. (2) It is unable to complete the recognition of continuous repetitive gestures. To deal with the above limitations, this article proposes an improved DTW method based on posterior processing. Our method includes several steps, which are parameter regulation, invalid area determination, and static gesture processing. It will address the issue of continuous repetitive gesture recognition and improve template matching speed. Therefore, the accuracy of gesture recognition is also higher.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II analyzes the related achievements in the field of gesture recognition. Section III presents the method of gesture feature extraction. In Section IV, the DTW algorithm and the training method of gesture template are presented. The optimization method based on posteriori processing is provided in Section V. In Section VI, we design an experiment to verify the feasibility of our method. Finally, the conclusion of this article is given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, the research on human behavior recognition has became very popular, and gesture recognition has gradually become an important mean of human-computer interaction. Microsoft launched Kinect to achieve the tracking of 20 skeleton extracted from human body [19] , which is a powerful driving force in the field of gesture recognition.
With the widely use of machine learning algorithms, it has greatly improved the data processing efficiency [20] - [22] .
Motivated by this, some machine learning algorithms have been applied in the research area of non-template matching. The skeleton data were generated by Kinect as training data and they were classified by SVM [11] . They have realized the recognition of 22 kinds of postures, including body, arm, leg, and many others. Furthermore, SVM was used to classify human gestures with obvious differences [12] . It is able to identify the hand drawn figures such as 0-9 and 26 letters in English, and achieves the accuracy rate of 95.42%. HMM is a statistical model [13] , and it is widely used in gesture recognition because of its strong learning ability in timing data. The HMM algorithm was used to fulfil gesture trajectory recognition, while achieving remote control of television [14] . Moreover, in [15] , the Gauss mixture model (GMM) and HMM were used to train a large amount of human posture data, and finally the real-time recognition of body posture was realized. CNN is a kind of feedforward neural network, which has excellent performance for large scale image processing. In [16] , CNN was used to achieve large-scale continuous gesture recognition. And in [17] , the principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to preprocess a large number of gesture features firstly, and then those features were put into CNN for training, finally Chinese digital gesture recognition was achieved. RF is a classifier with multiple decision trees. In [18] , RF was used to classify the sign language gestures in India, and it can extract the meaning of the sign language in the continuous gesture and display the result. The above non-template matching algorithms need to be trained before gesture recognitions, they can be easily confused in continuous gestures recognition. Due to the function complexity of the system used in aseptic operation room, it is necessary to define more gestures to complete the operation. The number of the sample gestures will not be too large, therefore it will have a significant impact on the performance of nontemplate matching algorithms. Surgeons have a high demand for the speed and accuracy of the system during the operation. If the gesture recognition is misled, the system will execute the wrong instruction, this will severely reduce the operation efficiency.
In the aspect of template matching algorithm, the relaxation of endpoint alignment and global path constraints was designed from the constraints of DTW algorithm [23] . It greatly improves the speed and accuracy of the DTW algorithm. In [24] , the weighted distance was estimated by the contribution of each skeletal to the gesture based on the traditional DTW algorithm, which has good robustness in complex background and illumination, and the accuracy of recognition is also higher. In [25] , a patient rehabilitation training system was developed, which can conduct human motion matching and evaluation by DTW and K-means. In [26] , an improved DTW algorithm was used to achieve online human action recognition. In [27] , the 3D dynamic composed gestures was recognized by combining DTW with an adaptive sliding window.
From the above issues, DTW algorithm does not require too many samples for the training step. Once it finishes VOLUME 6, 2018 determining the gesture template, the algorithm will perform better, and the degree of confusion in gesture recognition is also lower than the general non-template matching algorithm. But the DTW algorithm also has its disadvantage. It is unable to recognize the doctor's continuous repetitive gestures, which will result in the doctor's inability to perform successive amplification or movement of the same picture.
In order to address the above problems, this article proposes an improved DTW method based on posterior processing. This method will improve the output result of DTW by parameter regulation, invalid area determination and static gesture processing. It will also improve the execution speed of DTW. All of the confusion gestures are treated as invalid gestures, so that the system can recognize the continuous repetitive gestures, which is an improvement to the traditional DTW. Real-time dynamic gesture recognition obtains good results.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION OF GESTURE
The Kinect skeletal system provides 3D coordinate information of 20 joint points. If all the joints are used as feature points, the calculation will be too complicated, and the joints will interfere with each other. Therefore, this article ignores some skeletal joints which has no obvious effect on the gesture sequence to reduce the computational complexity and improve the speed of recognition.
According to the function of assistant system of intelligent operation room, this article defines 7 commonly used gestures as follows: Right Hand swipe right, Right Hand swipe left, Right Hand swipe up, Right Hand swipe down, zoom in, zoom out, and Left Hand swipe left. In the seven gestures, the most important joints are HAND RIGHT, ELBOW RIGHT, HAND LEFT, ELBOW LEFT, SHOULDER CENTER, and SPINE. Suppose the coordinate of joint point in frame t numbered i is defined as follows.
where x i,t , y i,t , z i,t represents the value of x, y, z in the 3D coordinate system with Kinect as the origin, respectively. The changed coordinate of joints in gesture are HAND RIGHT, ELBOW RIGHT, HAND LEFT and ELBOW LEFT, so that we can use these 4 joints as eigenvector, and use SHOULDER CENTER and SPINE as reference joints. The eigenvector S of the frame t can be represented as follows.
where C rh,t , C re,t , C lh,t , C le,t represent the coordinates of right hand, right elbow, left hand, left elbow respectively. The coordinates of joint points provided by Kinect correspond to the coordinate systems whose origin is Kinect, in practical application, the body size and different standing position will affect specific numerical gesture feature vector. It is effective to solve the problem by centering and normalizing the node coordinates. Taking SPINE as the coordinate origin, the distance between SPINE and SHOULDER CENTER is taken as the reference distance. After centralization, the coordinate of joint in frame t and numbered i will be changed as follows.
In (3), x sp,t , y sp,t , z sp,t is the coordinate of SPINE. The Euclidean distance between SPINE and SHOULDER CENTER is
where x sc,t ,y sc,t ,z sc,t is the coordinate of SHOULDER CENTER. After normalization, the coordinate of joint in frame t and numbered i will be changed as follows.
The eigenvector V of frame t can be represented as follows.
IV. CREATION OF GESTURE TEMPLATES BY DTW ALGORITHM A. DYNAMIC TIME WARPING (DTW) AND THE IMPROVEMENT
DTW algorithm is implemented based on dynamic programming (DP) strategy [28] and it is a nonlinear regularization technique that combines time warping and distance measure computation. It can finish the matching of a pattern with global or local expansion, compression, or distortion [10] . DTW can find a nonlinear path between the test sequence and the reference sequence by a particular time warping function. Along the path, the distance between the two sequences is minimum, and the similarity is the highest [29] .
as the test sequence and the reference sequence respectively, DTW will find out a nonlinear mapping between the two sequences, which can be represented as (m 1 , n 1 ),(m 2 , n 2 ),(m 3 , n 3 ),. . .,(m f , n f ), f is the time of mapping. Suppose d(m, n) is the Euclidean distance between the eigenvector of test sequence V m and the eigenvector of reference sequence V n , the total cost of a nonlinear mapping will be
In order to make the path globally optimal, the DTW algorithm will always start at (1, 1) and end at (M , N ). The whole path must remain monotonous in time, and each node can only aligned with its adjacent in matching process. The minimum cost function of DTW D min (m, n) can represent as follows. To make the path that is not too steep for DTW, the slope of the path should be restricted to the range of 0.5 ∼ 2 as shown.
According to the global path constraints as shown in Fig. 1 , the dynamic programming path can be divided into 3 segments:
Because X a and X b are taken to the nearest integer, we can get the limitation as follows.
When the constrains are not satisfied, we consider the difference between them too large to match by DTW. Each frame on the X axis only needs to match the frames in [y min , y max ], and the computing methods of y min and y max are as follows.
If X a > X b , the 3 segments of the path will be (1, X b ),(X b+1 , X a ) and (X a+1 , N ).
B. THE TRAINING OF GESTURE TEMPLATES
The key of the DTW algorithm is to match the test sequence with the template sequence, so the selection of gesture template will greatly affect the result of the matching. This article uses the following method to determine the sequence of gesture templates, and the length of each template sequence is 20 frames.
Suppose the sample sequence is k = (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , . . . , V 20 ), according to the 7 gestures defined in the system, each of 
Eq. (12) is used to calculate the accumulated warping distance of each sample which are D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , . . . , D n . if the distance is smaller, the representation of the sample will be stronger. Suppose K T is the chosen sample, its accumulative warping distance is
According to (13), we can get the minimum accumulative warping distance of the samples under each gesture category, the template sequences for all of them can be determined at the same time.
V. OPTIMIZATION OF DTW ALGORITHM BASED ON POSTERIOR PROCESSING A. PARAMETER REGULATION
In order to enhance the distinction of the 7 gestures defined in this article, 4 right hand gestures will be adjusted by Parameter Regulation. The main features of (Right Hand) swiping left and swiping right focuses on the right hand moving distance parallel to the x-axis, and the main feature of swiping up and swiping down focuses on the right hand moving distance parallel to the y-axis. To expand the influence of these main features on the result, the following Enhancement Parameters are introduced:
where w x is the Enhancement Parameters for gestures parallel to the x-axis, and |d x | is the right hand moving distance in the same direction; w y is the Enhancement Parameters for gestures parallel to the y-axis, and d y is the right hand moving distance in the same direction; β is defined as the Enhancement Factor, the range of β is (0, 1], it can control the scope of distance so that the Enhancement Parameters will not be too large. According to the properties of the function f (x) = e −x , the bigger |d x | is, the smaller w x will be. In equation (15) ,|d lh | is the distance of the left hand moving in space, α is called the Interference Factor, the range of α is (0, 1], which can control the scope of distance so that the Interference Parameters will not be too large. When left hand produces a larger displacement, the value of σ will increase rapidly. Through the dual regulation of Enhancement Parameters and Interference parameters, we can finally get the DTW output distances of the four gestures as follows.
The parameter regulations do not apply to the output distances of other 3 gestures.
B. DEFINITION AND DETECTION OF GESTURE INVALID AREA
Although parameter identification can make gesture recognition more accurate, there are still some problems in the experiment. When users want to view the next picture continuously, they will make the gesture ''continuous swipe right''. In this complex gesture, swiping right and swiping left will be repeated over and over again, so that the system cannot identify user's intent accurately. This problem also occurred in the gesture ''continuous zoom in''. This article will study this problem from the angle of Praxeology.
Praxeology is the deductive study of human action, based on the notion that humans engage in purposeful behaviors [30] , which is designed to promote human happiness and satisfaction [31] . Praxeology is often applied in the field of Social Sciences, and we apply its basic principles to the field of human-computer interaction, the user experience will be improved significantly. In this article, the similarity behavior of multiple volunteers was analyzed according to the human's habit of ''continuous repetition gesture''. As the result, when users make the gesture ''continuous swipe right'', although the right hand will be back to the left and the right hand of the overall range of activities will still be in the right side of the right elbow. Other continuous repetitive gestures have the same phenomenon. By summarizing a large number of ''similar behaviors'' and applying them to interactive design, solutions that follow the principles of Praxeology can be obtained. This article proposes the definition of ''Gesture Invalid Area'' based on the above research. We consider the 4 gestures that are accomplished with the right hand and take the gesture ''swipe right'' as an example. When the user makes the gesture ''continuous swipe right'', the X coordinate which changes in the right hand of the four joints is the largest, followed by the change of the right elbow. Suppose the direction of ''Right Hand swipe right'' is the positive direction of the X axis, the offset distance between right hand and right elbow in the positive direction of the X axis is S x . We collect n samples of ''continuous swipe right m times'' as L = (l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , . . . , l i , . . . , l n ), and each sample l i is calculated with an average offset distance as follows.
s ikx (20) In (20), s ikx is the k th offset distance between right hand and right elbow in the positive direction of X axis of the sample l i , and S ix is the average offset distance between right hand and right elbow in the positive direction of X axis of the sample l i . The overall average offset distance of the sample sequence L is
If the user's intent is ''swipe right'', the gesture he does must make an offset distance between right hand and right elbow in the positive direction of X axis. Since each hand gesture sequence is different in length, the offset distance cannot be consistent with (21) . We introduce the scaling factor µ to scale the offset distance calculated by (22) :
where µ ∈ [ , and Th Right is the decision threshold for gesture ''swipe right''. After we get the final output distance of DTW by Parameter Regulation, if the template with minimum distance is ''swipe right'', we should further determined whether the gesture offset distance exceeds Th Right and their direction is the same. If the distance exceeds Th Right , the recognition result is accepted, and the output will be ''RH Swipe Right''; If the distance doesn't exceed Th Right , the recognition result is rejected, and the output will be ''No Gesture''.
Similarly, the decision threshold of ''swipe left'' will be calculated as Th Left , the threshold of ''swipe up'' is Th Up and the threshold of ''swipe down'' is Th Down . Set the right elbow point as the origin of the coordinate system, the X axis represents the offset between right hand and right elbow in the X direction, the Y axis represents the offset between right hand and right elbow in the Y direction. Then we can get the ''Invalid Area'' of the 4 right hand gestures as shown in Fig. 2 .
In this situation, S x,R , S x,L are the average offset distances of the gesture ''swipe right'' and ''swipe left'' in the X direction, and S y,U , S y,D is the average offset distance of the gesture ''swipe up'' and ''swipe down'' in the Y direction. When we get the result of DTW, if the offset distance between right hand and right elbow falls within the ''Invalid Area'', the result will be rejected. Otherwise, the result will be accepted.
For the 3 gestures with the participation of left hand, the ''Invalid Area'' of ''Left Hand swipe left'' is determined in the same way with right hand gesture. To get the ''Invalid Area'' of the gesture ''zoom in'' and ''zoom out'', the reference value is the offset distance between right hand and left hand. In the same way, we can get the samples of ''continuous zoom in'' and ''continuous zoom out''. After calculating the average offset distance of all samples, we can get the decision threshold of ''zoom in'' as Th ZoomIn , and the decision threshold of ''zoom out'' as Th ZoomOut . The ''Invalid Area'' of ''zoom in'' and ''zoom out'' is shown in Fig. 3 .
When the result of DTW is ''scaling gestures'', if the offset distance between right hand and left hand doesn't fall within the ''Invalid Area'', the recognition result will be accepted.
C. STATIC GESTURE PROCESSING
Before making the definition of ''Invalid Area'', the DTW algorithm may also give a result if the gesture stays stationary in the ''Invalid Area''. As the hands are unable to maintain absolute stable, the result may also have the ''jump'' phenomenon. The definition of ''Invalid Area'' can not only solve the problem of ''continuous gesture'', but also correct the wrong result of the static gesture in the ''Invalid Area''. If the static gesture is out of the ''Invalid Area'', for example, if the user stands with both hands down naturally, the result of the DTW algorithm may still be ''swipe down''. In order to address this problem, we should evaluate the distance of the gesture movement after each prediction. Suppose the Evaluation Parameter of moving distance as λ, λ is the minimum value of the 7 threshold as follow: (23) If the distance of the gesture movement is lower than λ, we consider that the moving distance of gesture does not meet the requirement, and the gestures are static and will be marked as False; Otherwise the gesture is in progress and will be marked as True. Define a state queue Q State = (q s1 , q s2 , q s3 , . . . , q sc ), and it is used to store the evaluation result of each gesture movement distance, 15 ≤ c ≤ 30. If all elements of the entire queue are False, we can believe that the user's gesture is stationary for a long time, and the recognition result will be changed to ''No Gesture''.
VI. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
An intelligent operation room management system is designed in this article, and its ''Picture'' module is controlled by 7 gestures. The ''Picture'' module contains the ''Picture Directory'' hierarchy and the ''Picture Display'' hierarchy, and the ''Picture Display'' is the sub level of the ''Picture Directory'', shown in Fig. 4 .
The comparison table of gestures and system instructions are as Table 1 shows.
After the system is started, Kinect begins to collect gesture data in real time, and sends the corresponding instructions to the system according to the instruction comparison table. The flow chart of the system runs as Fig. 5 shows.
The experiment is conducted based on the above system to analyze and verify the posterior processing method proposed in this article.
B. VERIFICATION OF CORRECTNESS
In order to verify the high feasibility of the proposed DTW optimization method based on posterior processing, we first verify the accuracy of the isolated gesture recognition. The system defines 7 gestures, pictures in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the gestures used in the experiment. The corresponding Here, 5 volunteers were chosen to perform each gesture for 30 times, each gesture collects 150 samples and the total number of the samples is 1050. 50 samples were chosen as training samples for each gesture, and 350 samples were used to train the gesture template. The remaining 700 samples were used as test samples. Only when one of the 7 gestures is identified, the instruction will be sent to the system, all gestures other than the above 7 gestures are referred to ''Invalid Gestures''. We set the parameters of Posterior Processing as follows: Enhancement Factor β = 0.2, Interference Factor α = 0.7, Scaling Factor µ = 0.5. The experiments are performed using the traditional DTW algorithm and the DTW optimization method based on posterior processing, and the confusion matrices are represented in Fig. 8 .
From above comparison, the recall rate of the traditional DTW algorithm is only about 86% when identifying twohand gestures, which is because that it does not have a clear standard to distinguish between one-hand and two-hand gestures. After the optimization of the posterior processing method, the recall rates of both one-hand and two-hand gestures were over 97%. In order to reduce the influence of extreme value on the average, this article uses G-Mean index to evaluate the quality of the recognition result, and uses the result as the comprehensive correct rate. For the recall rate of each gestures REC i , the G-Mean index is calculated as
It is found that the traditional DTW algorithm has a G-Mean value of 90.07%. After a posteriori processing, the optimized DTW algorithm has a G-Mean value of 98.28%. The experiment results show that the traditional DTW algorithm is easily affected by the noise generated by Kinect when collecting data and recognizing gesture, and it is more likely to confuse with other gestures so that the G-Mean index is low. The optimization method based on posteriori processing has the definition of ''Invalid Area'', and it covers most of the skeletal joints which have ''jump'' phenomenon. This can minimize the Kinect hardware and environmental effects of identification confusion, and the G-Mean index has been greatly improved than traditional DTW algorithm.
C. VERIFICATION OF CONTINUOUS REPETITIVE GESTURE RECOGNITION
Moreover, 5 volunteers were selected to perform each gesture 10 times as a sample, and there are totally 5 samples for each gesture, each sample can be divided into independent gestures for 50 times. For the recognized gestures, if one of the 7 defined gestures is executed, the system will perform the corresponding instruction and will not operate if it is recognized as ''Invalid Gesture''.
As for a set of consecutive gestures, the number of system identification is much more than the number of gestures expected by users, so the recall rate cannot be used as an indicator to evaluate the recognition results. According to the experimental characteristics, the ''Instruction Accuracy'' and ''Recognition Rate'' are defined as the criteria to evaluate the recognition results. If the recognized gesture is the same as the user's intent, the system executes the correct instruction, and such gestures are called ''True Gestures'', which are marked as TG. If it is different from the user's intent, the system executes the wrong instructions, then such 
''Invalid Gestures'' are not involved in the calculation of IA. In order to assess whether the correct gesture number is consistent with the number of gestures desired by the user, the ''Recognition Rate'' (RR) is used to indicate the percentage of the number of correctly recognized gestures that account for the times of gestures the user expects. Note the gestures that the user expects to be EG, the calculation method of RR is
Using the traditional DTW algorithm and the DTW optimization method based on posterior processing, experiments are carried out according to the identified independent gesture names, and the confusion matrices are compared in Fig. 9 .
By comparing the confusion matrix, it can be seen that the traditional DTW algorithm cannot distinguish the correct gesture and the irrelevant gesture in the continuous repeated gesture processing, so that the system performs a great number of error instructions, with the instruction accuracy rate almost below 50%, and the correct instruction rate for twohand gestures is as low as 42%. The DTW optimization method based on posterior processing is much better for 
D. REAL-TIME DETECTION
During the operation of the system, there are two factors that affect the real-time performance. One is the data acquisition rate of Kinect. In this article, the speed of data acquisition by Kinect is 30 frames per second, that is about 33ms per frame. The other is the time consumed by the algorithm. During the test, the template data is 20 frames, and the length of the test data is 30 frames. Each new frame is composed of the first 29 frames of data, which is matched with the gesture template. If the processing time of each frame is greater than the acquisition time (33ms), the delay will be accumulated, and eventually lead to system processing disjoint with realtime image acquisition. Therefore, during the experiment, the system can quickly generate the user gesture results, so the factors that affect the real-time mainly depends on the number of frames from the start of gesture to the recognition of the gesture.
And 5 volunteers in turn made a group of 7 gestures by random combination, numbered them as sequence 1, sequence 2, sequence 3, sequence 4, sequence 5. Record the number of frame corresponding to the beginning of each gesture and the first recognition time, by calculating the difference, the time used to recognize each gesture is obtained. Table 2 records the frames for each gesture from the beginning to the successful identification.
The experimental results show that the DTW optimization method based on posterior processing can give the recognition results within about 200 ∼ 300 ms of the delay, and control the system to do relevant operations, which can meet the requirements of real-time identification.
E. THE IMPACT OF PARAMETERS
The above experiments were done in the following cases: Enhancement Factor β = 0.2, Interference Factor α = 0.7, Scaling Factor µ = 0.5. For isolated hand gesture recognition, the G-Mean index can reach 98.28%; For continuous repeated gestures, the G-Mean index of the Instruction Accuracy can reach 98.56%. In this experiment, we will investigate the influence of the G-Mean index on the gesture recognition and the continuous repeat gesture recognition when the enhancement factor, the interference factor and the scaling factor change. Fig.10 describes the changing trends of the G-Mean index when the value of parameter changes.
The experimental results show that if the enhancement factor β is too small, the control effect will be not obvious; if the enhancement factor β is too large, the DTW distance of the confusing gestures will drop too fast, which will raise the probability of identification error. If the interference factor α is too small, it will be hard to raise the interference degree of irrelevant gesture. It is easy to confuse one hand gesture with the two-hand gesture, and reduce the recognition accuracy. If the scaling factor µ is too small, the range of invalid area will also be small. This will reduce the shield for ''jump'' nodes, and it is easy to confuse relevant gestures in continuous repetitive gesture recognition. If the Scaling Factor µ is too large, almost the entire gesture activity area will be divided into ''Invalid Area''. Gestures that should be correctly identified will also be determined as invalid gestures, which severely degrades the overall recognition rate. Overall, the influence of the three parameters on the recognition of isolated hand gestures is lower than that of continuous repetitive gesture recognition. Among them, the enhancement factor β and the interference factor α have little influence on the comprehensive recognition rate (G-Mean index), and the scaling factor µ has a greater impact on the comprehensive recognition rate. However, if µ is limited to the range [ 
VII. CONCLUSION
This article proposes a posterior processing optimization method based on the general improvement of DTW algorithm. Through the operations of parameter regulations, invalid area determination, and static gesture processing, the probability of instability of the recognition results is greatly reduced by the ''jump'' of the joint points provided by Kinect. The optimization method also addresses the problem of continuous repetitive gesture recognition, and it can ensure the real-time performance of gesture recognition. The experimental results showed that the comprehensive accuracy of isolated gesture recognition and continuous repetitive gesture recognition can achieve more than 98% by the optimization method based on posteriori processing. The method also can generate the recognition results within 300ms after the user makes gesture. It not only improves the recognition accuracy, but also the accuracy of the identification when comparing with the traditional DTW algorithm. This method can meet the operation requirements of doctors in aseptic operation room, and can also achieve the real-time dynamic gesture recognition. Though this method is less effective when comparing with other improved DTW algorithms, optimizations during the execution of the DTW algorithm can be used to improve the overall speed of hand gesture recognition. PERRY ZHANG is currently pursuing the degree with The High School Affiliated to Renmin University of China. His research interest includes image processing and machine learning.
